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Every trunk hemisegment of the zebrafish is innervated by 
3 identified primary motoneurons whose development can 
be observed directly in living embryos. In this paper, we 
describe another identified neuron that is part of this system. 
Unlike the other primary motoneurons which are present in 
all trunk hemisegments, this cell is present in slightly less 
than half of the trunk hemisegments. Additionally, this cell 
has at least 2 different fates: it may become a primary mo- 
toneuron and arborize in an exclusive muscle territory, or it 
may die during embryonic development. We have named 
this cell VaP, for variable primary. We show that the presence 
of VaP does not affect the early development of the other 
primary motoneurons in the same hemisegment. Moreover, 
we show that ablation of both VaP and caudal primary does 
not alter pathfinding by another identified primary motoneu- 
ron. 

During development, the growth cones of individual neurons 
must find and recognize their appropriate targets from among 
a large number of cells that are functionally inappropriate syn- 
aptic partners. The question of how this is accomplished is a 
central issue in developmental neuroscience. Detailed study of 
this process is facilitated by “simple” systems in which neurons 
can be uniquely identified, and the same neuron can be studied 
in each individual of the species. Such systems are common 
among invertebrates; studies from insects, crustaceans, worms, 
and molluscs have been fundamental to our current understand- 
ing of neuronal development. Although less common among 
vertebrates, recent work demonstrates that some fish embryos 
also have individually identifiable neurons (Eisen et al., 1986; 
Kuwada, 1986; Metcalfe et al., 1986; Myers et al., 1986) and 
that the development of these cells can be observed directly in 
living embryos (Eisen et al., 1986; Myers et al., 1986). 

The system ofmotoneurons innervating the axial musculature 
of the zebrafish is just such a simple system that has been ex- 
ploited in studying the ability of developing neurons to select 
pathways that lead toward their cell-specific targets. The trunk 
musculature ofthe adult zebrafish is segmentally arranged (Wcs- 
terfield et al., 1986), and each side ofevery trunk muscle segment 
is innervated by 3 identified motoneurons (Westerfield et al., 
1986) called primary motoneurons (Myers, 1985) by analogy 
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with the primary motoneurons ofamphibia (Blight, 1978). These 
cells have been named for their relative rostrocaudal positions 
in the spinal cord (Eisen et al., 1986); in each hemisegment CaP 
is the most caudal primary motoneuron, RoP is the most rostra1 
primary motoneuron, and MiP is the middle primary moto- 
neuron. Previous work demonstrated that during embryonic 
development each of the primary motoneurons grows an axon 
that projects accurately to the region of muscle appropriate for 
its adult function (Eisen et al., 1986; Myers et al., 1986). The 
primary motoneurons in each hemisegment elaborate axons in 
a stereotyped order in which CaP precedes MiP and MiP pre- 
cedes RoP. In addition to the primary motoneurons, each hemi- 
segment is innervated by a number of secondary motoneurons 
(Myers, 1985; Westerlield et al., 1986); some of these cells may 
also be individually identifiable, although less is known about 
them at this time. 

While examining interactions between primary motoneurons 
that might contribute to accurate pathway selection (Eisen et 
al., 1989) we made some surprising observations about the 
organization of this system. Although the 3 identified primary 
motoneurons are present in each hemisegment and follow the 
same stereotyped pattern of axonal outgrowth, in about half of 
the embryonic hemisegments there is a fourth primary moto- 
neuron. We have named this cell VaP, for variable primary, 
because of variability it shows in a number of different features. 
In this paper we describe the development of VaP and show 
that it can be distinguished from the other primary motoneurons 
by the following criteria: (1) it is present in only about half of 
the trunk hcmisegments; (2) it arborizes in a unique muscle 
territory not innervated by other primary motoneurons; and (3) 
many, perhaps most, VaPs die during embryonic development. 
The presence of VaP does not appear to alter cell-specific path- 
way selection by the other primary motoneurons. Moreover, we 
have extended previous studies (Eisen et al., 1989) and show 
that ablation of CaP and VaP does not appear to affect path- 
finding by later-growing primary motoneurons. 

One of the interesting ways in which VaP differs from the 
other primary motoneurons is that many VaPs die during em- 
bryonic development. In invertebrates cell number is often in- 
variant, and death of particular neurons functions to regulate 
the size of a neuronal population or to delete a cell whose func- 
tion is unnecessary (Truman, 1984). In vertebrates, more neu- 
rons of many types, including motoneurons, are produced dur- 
ing embryogenesis than are found at later developmental stages 
(Purves and Lichtman, 1985). Death ofthe “extra”cells is thought 
to be important in regulating the final number of neurons that 
innervate a specific target. The discovery of an identified ver- 
tebrate neuron that dies during embryogenesis may afford us 
the opportunity to explore the mechanisms regulating neuronal 
survival in vertebrates at the level of individual cells. 
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Materials and Methods 
Animals. Zebrafish embryos were obtained from our laboratory colony 
and were maintained as described previously (Myers et al., 1986). Em- 
bryos were staged by hours postfertilization at 285°C (h). In this paper 
we refer to trunk segments and to trunk hemisegments. The first trunk 
segment is the region defined by the first bilateral pair of myotomes 
(myo 1; see Hanneman et al., 1988) and includes the first spinal segment 
(spl). A hemisegment is one side (right or left) of a trunk segment and 
includes both the myotome and the appropriate half of the spinal cord. 

Intracellular dye labeling. Embryos of 16-30 h were positioned on 
microslides, and individual motoneurons were impaled with dye-filled 
microelectrodes as described in Eisen et al. (1989). For embryos older 
than 18 h, l-2 mM tricaine-methane sulfonate was added to the saline 
to prevent spontaneous muscle contractions (Myers et al., 1986). For 
studies in which 2 motoneurons in a hemisegment were labeled, the 
first motoneuron was injected iontophoretically with sulforhodamine 
101 (gift of Molecular Probes) and the second motoneuron injected 
iontophoretically with Lucifer yellow (Molecular Probes); cells were then 
photographed using Fujichrome P1600 film. 

Chronic labeling. Individual motoneurons were labeled either by in- 
jection of precursor blastomeres with rhodamine dextran as described 
in Eisen et al. (1986) (hereafter referred to as the “lineage tracer” meth- 
od) or by direct application of the fluorescent lipid-soluble dye (Honig 
and Hume, 1986) 1,l ‘-dioctadecyl-3,3,3’,3’-tetramethylindocarbocy- 
anine perchlorate (Di-I; Molecular Probes) to the cell body. Di-I (0.5%) 
was dissolved in n,n-dimethylformamide (Sigma), filtered, placed in 0.5 
ml aliquots, and stored frozen at -20°C. The tips of blunt microelec- 
trodes were filled with the dye solution, the electrodes advanced to 
within l-5 pm of a motoneuron, and dye ejected with a brief (10-100 
msec) pressure pulse from a picospritzer (General Valve Corp.) or a 
picopump (WPI). Labeled motoneurons were viewed using a Dark In- 
vader image intensifier (Meyers) and CCD array camera (Pulnix) to 
prevent illumination-induced damage (see Eisen et al., 1986). The signal 
from the camera was displayed on a high-resolution video monitor 
(Lenco) and recorded on a time-lapse video recorder (Gyyr). 

Single-cell ablations. Individual motoneurons were ablated by laser- 
irradiation as described in Eisen et al. (1989). 

Retrograde labeling of motoneuronal somata. Primary motor somata 
were labeled by retrograde transport of Di-I applied to the ventral root 
or the peripheral nerve with pressure pulses. 

Antibody labeling. Primary motoneurons were labeled with the zn-1 
monoclonal antibody as described in Myers et al. (1986) and Eisen et 
al. (1989). 

Nomarski observations of the presence or absence of VaP. Embryos 
of 18-23 h were anesthetized in l-2 mM tricaine-methane sulfonate, 
embedded in 1.2% agar in a dilute saline (Kimmel and Warga, 1987), 
and positioned on microslides so that both sides of trunk segments 5- 
11 could be viewed with Nomarski optics using a 50 x water-immersion 
objective (Leitz fluoreszenz) mounted on a compound microscope (Zeiss). 
The right side of the embryo always faced the objective. The right and 
left side of each segment was scored for the presence of a single primary 
motoneuron in the CaP/VaP position or 2 motoneurons in the CaP/ 
VaP position. Embryos were discarded if both sides of segments 5-l 1 
could not be seen clearly. Of the 47 embryos scored, 1 was examined 
independently by 2 of the investigators (J.S.E. and S.H.P.), and the 
results obtained for all 14 hemisegments were the same. 

Results 
Early development of VaP 
Early in development, the somata of 1 or 2 primary motoneu- 
rons could be seen in trunk spinal hemisegments using Nomarski 
optics. The earliest developmental time that the somata of pri- 
mary motoneurons could be recognized was at about 15 h, 
when the 14th somite was just beginning to pinch off from the 
unsegmented mesoderm. Typically, the soma of a single primary 
motoneuron was seen at this time in trunk spinal hemisegments. 
This cell was easily recognized by its characteristic location on 
the ventrolateral edge of the spinal cord half-way between the 
myosepta delineating adjacent somites and by its large size (Fig. 
1A). In a few hemisegments, the soma of a second primary 
motoneuron was apparent adjacent to the first primary moto- 

neuron at this stage (Fig. 1B). In some other hemisegments, the 
soma of a second primary motoneuron appeared slightly later, 
within OS-I.0 hr. In yet other hemisegments, a second soma 
did not appear adjacent to the first primary motoneuron. As we 
describe below, in cases in which a single soma was present, 
this cell was Cap. In cases in which 2 somata were present, one 
of these cells was CaP and the other was VaP. In hemisegments 
lacking VaP, CaP extended a growth cone at about 16.5-17.5 
h (Fig. 1C). In hemisegments containing both CaP and VaP, 
these 2 cells extended growth cones at the same stage and within 
a few minutes of one another (Fig. 1D). 

Our Nomarski observations raised several questions about 
VaP, CaP, and the relationship between these cells. First, was 
VaP really absent from those segments in which we did not 
recognize it using Nomarski optics? Second, were CaP and VaP 
distinctly different cells, and, if so, how could we distinguish 
them? Finally, were CaP and VaP lineally related, as suggested 
by their close resemblance (see Fig. lD)? 

VaP is not present in every hemisegment. Because each of the 
other 3 primary motoneurons is present in every hemisegment 
(Myers, 1985; Eisen et al., 1986; Myers et al., 1986; Westerfield 
et al., 1986) we wondered whether VaP might be cryptic in the 
hemisegments in which it appeared to be absent by Nomarski 
observations. For example, if the VaP soma was medial to the 
CaP soma, we might not be able to see it using Nomarski optics. 
To address this question, we used an independent method to 
ensure that our Nomarski observations accurately reflected the 
presence or absence of VaP. First, we examined individual 
hemisegments in 19-20 h embryos and scored them for the 
presence or absence of VaP using Nomarski optics. Then we 
labeled the motoneuronal somata in the same hemisegments by 
ejecting Di-I in the region of the developing motor nerve. The 
Di-I was transported retrogradely by the motor axons, and the 
somata of the primary motoneurons became labeled. In all 27 
cases in which only a single soma was observed in the spinal 
cord at the CaP/VaP position using Nomarski optics, retrograde 
labeling revealed a single soma (Fig. 2, A, B). Retrograde labeling 
revealed 2 somata in 35 of 37 cases in which 2 somata were 
observed at the CaP/VaP position using Nomarski optics (Fig. 
2, C, D). In the other 2 cases in which the soma seen with 
Nomarski optics was not labeled by retrograde transport of Di- 
I, we labeled it by direct application of Di-I. In both cases, the 
cell was an interneuron. Thus, we conclude that our observations 
are accurate in showing that when VaP is not visible with No- 
marski optics, it is not present. However, we may have slightly 
overestimated the occurrence of VaP, because some hemiseg- 
ments may contain intemeurons with similar-appearing somata. 
This possibility will be further discussed below. 

VaP and CaP are distinct cells. Because of the close resem- 
blance between CaP and VaP during the early stages of devel- 
opment (see Fig. l), it was generally not possible to determine 
which cell was which. Both CaP and VaP were motoneurons 
based on the criterion that both cells extended axons into the 
peripheral muscle (Fig. 1, C’, D). Furthermore, because of their 
large size and the stage at which they extended growth cones, 
both CaP and VaP were considered primary motoneurons as 
defined by Grunwald et al. (1988). To distinguish these cells, 
we labeled both cells in the same hemisegment intracellularly 
with different colored fluorescent dyes at a series of different 
developmental stages. We found that CaP and VaP could be 
distinguished unequivocally by 19-20 h because by this time 
the CaP growth cone had extended along its normal cell-specific 
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Figure 1. There may be 1 or 2 dis- 
tinctive somata in the CaP/VaP posi- 
tion. A, Nomarski photomicrograph of 
the right side of segment 12 in a 15.5 
h embryo. This hemisegment has a CaP 
motoneuron (arrow), but no VaP. This 
CaP has not yet elaborated a growth 
cone. B, Nomarski photomicrograph of 
the right side of segment 12 in a 15.5 
h embryo. This hemisegment has both 
CaP and VaP motoneurons (arrows). 
One of them has just begun to elaborate 
a growth cone (arrowhead). C, Nomar- 
ski photomicrograph of the right side 
of segment 6 in an 18 h embryo show- 
ing a single CaP motoneuron that has 
elaborated a growth cone (arrow). VaP 
is not present in this hemisegment. D, 
Nomarski photomicrograph ofthe right 
side of segment 9 in an 18 h embryo, 
showing both CaP and VaP motonku- 
rons with growth cones (arrows). In this 
and all subsequent figures, rostra1 is to 1 
the left and dorsal is to the top. SC, spinal 
cord, nc, notochord. Scale bar, 10 Mm. 

pathway into the ventral muscle, while the VaP growth cone 
never extended ventrally from the horizontal septum (Fig. 3). 

In addition to establishing a criterion by which CaP and VaP 
could be distinguished from one another, our double-labeling 
studies also revealed that in hemisegments containing VaP, the 
VaP soma could be either rostra1 or caudal of the CaP soma. 
In 33 cases in which CaP and VaP were double-labeled between 
19 and 24 h, VaP was rostra1 of CaP in 15 cases and caudal of 
CaP in 18 cases. 

VaP and CaP can be lineally related. In the course of these 
studies, we labeled 24 VaPs using the lineage tracer method. 
Seventy-five percent of these VaPs were in hemisegments in 
which CaP was also labeled. Although we did not follow the 
migrations and divisions of the progenitors of the labeled CaP/ 
VaP pairs, the pattern we observed is consistent with the idea 
that the labeled CaP and VaP within a hemisegment were sib- 
lings derived from the final mitosis of a labeled progenitor (see 
Kimmel and Warga, 1986). Even if these cells were not siblings, 
they were certainly closely related as they were derived from 
the same clone. We do not know whether there was a difference 
between a VaP that was lineally related to the CaP in the same 
hemisegment and a VaP that was unrelated to the CaP in the 
same hemisegment. 

VaP has a unique identity 

Our finding that the VaP soma could be either rostra1 or caudal 
of the CaP soma suggested that there might be some interaction 

between these cells that determined which cell became CaP and 
which became VaP. For example, the cell whose growth cone 
left the spinal cord first might always become CaP, forcing the 
other cell to become VaP. To test this possibility, we ablated 
the caudal cell of the CaP/VaP pair in hemisegments having 
both CaP and VaP. Ablations were performed l-2 hr prior to 
axogenesis in hemisegments 6-10 on the right side of 15 h 
embryos. We allowed the animals to grow for another 9 hr, to 
24 h, at which time we determined the identity of the remaining 
motoneuron in the hemisegment by labeling it intracellularly 
with Lucifer yellow. If CaP and VaP interacted in the way pre- 
dicted by our hypothesis, then we would expect to find only 
CaP, and never VaP, in hemisegments in which one of the cells 
had been ablated. However, of 11 hemisegments in which we 
performed ablations, in 6 cases the remaining cell was CaP and 
in 5 cases the remaining cell was VaP. Our interpretation of this 
result is that CaP and VaP have distinct identities by the time 
their growth cones reach the “choice point” (Eisen et al., 1986) 
at the horizontal septum. They may have distinct identities prior 
to axogenesis, although we cannot conclude this from our data. 

We also examined whether interactions between CaP and VaP 
influenced cellular identity by performing ablations at earlier 
developmental stages, when only a single cell was visible in the 
CaP/VaP position. Previous work showed that in hemisegments 
containing a single motoneuron at this position, that cell was 
always CaP (Eisen et al., 1986; Myers et al., 1986). Therefore, 
we would expect that if CaP and VaP did not have distinct 
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F/@rc~ 2. Observations of the presence or absence of VaP usmg No- 
marskl optics are accurate. ‘1. Nomarski photomicrograph of the right 
side of segment 9 m a 20 h embryo showing a CaP motoncuron (arrow) 
but no VaP. II. Fluorescence photomicrograph of the same segment as 
that shown m .-I after retrograde transport of DI-I from a pool applied 
to the motor nerve at the level of the honrontal septum. Only the CaP 
soma (urro~) IS labeled. C’. Nomarskl photomicrograph of the right side 
of segment 8 m a 20 h embryo showing both CaP and VaP (urro~). 
lI. Fluorescence photomlcrograph of the same segment as that shown 
m (‘after retrograde transpofl of DI-I from a pool apphed lo the motor 
ncrvc at the level of the honzonral septum. Both the CaP and the VaP 
somata (arro\vr) arc labeled. Scale bar. IO pm. 

identities prior 10 the t~rnc of the ablation, the removal of one 
of these cells might force the remaining cell to become CaP. 
After the ablation. embryos were allowed to grow for 7-9 hr. 
and the) were then examined to determlne whether a primary 
motoneuron was present in the CaP/VaP position and, if so. 
whether that cell was CaP or VaP. In half of the cases In which 
we performed ablations, no cell was observed m the CaPlVaP 
position 7-9 hr after the ablation. This is consistent with our 
obser\,atlon that VaP IS not present in all segments (see Figs. I 
and 3), and will be considered further in the following section. 
In the other half of the cases (I4 of 28). WC found that a CaP 
or VaP was present 7-9 hr after the ablation. In 5 of these cases, 
the cell was CaP and in 9 cases the cell was VaP. Again, this 
result is consistent with the idea that CaP and VaP already had 
individual identities by the time of cell-specific pathway selec- 
tion. and may have already had individual identities prior to 
axogenesls. These results also provide evidence that the first 
motoneuron visible m a hemisegment can be either CaP or VaP. 

VaP 1s not present in all hemisegments. As described above, in 
half (14 of 28) of the hemisegments in which we ablated the 
first primary motoneuron prior to axogenesis and before a scc- 
ond primary motoneuron was visible, we found no cell in the 
CaP,/VaP position 7-9 hr later. This finding corroborated ob- 

I:I@trp 3. The VaP growth cone does not extend ventral of the hori- 
zontal septum. Fluorescence photomicrograph showing a CaP labeled 
with sulforhodamine IO1 (rf6) and a VaP labeled with Lucifer yellow 
@&w) in segment 9 of a 21 h embryo. The VaP growth cone has 
paused at the horizontal septum (UWW), while the CaP growth cone 
has already extended ventrally. The somata of thcsc cells are out of 
focus. Scale bar. IO Mm. 

servations using Nomarski optics that VaP was present m slight- 
ly less than half(47%) ofthe trunk hemlsegments (Table I). Not 
only was VaP absent from some hemisegments. its distribution 
was not segment specific (Table I). Furthermore. the presence 
of VaP on one side of. a segment did not correlate with its 
presence on the other side ofthe same segment (Table 2). Among 
the embryos we examined, the occurrence of VaP was highly 
vanable. Some embryos had VaP m as few as 14% of the hcmi- 

Table 1. Distribution of VaP 

Segment number Average i 
5 6 7 8 9 10 II SD 

VaP prcscnt 
Number 52 53 41 41 46 45 34 44.51 + 6.65 
Percent 55 56 44 44 49 48 36 47.43 + 6.92 

VaP absent 
Number 42 41 53 53 48 49 60 49.43 + 6.65 
Pcrccnt 45 44 56 56 51 52 64 52.51 + 6.92 

VaP was prcxnt in about halfthe trunk hemisegments. Both sides oftrunk wgmcnts 
5-l I were examined in 47 18-23 h embryos using Nomarski optics. Although 
thcrc was a tcndcncy for VaP to bc prcscnt more often in rostra1 segments and 
less often in caudal segments. this tendency was not statistically significant (z test 
for pqulallon proportion; p ‘1 0.0 I ). 
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Figure 4. The occurrence of VaP is highly variable in any given em- 
bryo. The presence or absence of VaP was scored in 14 hemisegments 
(both sides of segments 5-l 1) in 47 embryos. This histogram shows the 
number of embryos in which VaP was present in a given number of 
hemisegments, and therefore absent in the remaining hemisegments. 
For example, there were 9 embryos in which VaP was present in 6 
hemisegments and absent in 8 hemisegments. The distribution of VaP 
per embryo approximates a normal distribution, shown superimposed 
on the histogram. The broken line is a normal distribution calculated 
from the data (mean +- SD = 6.74 + 1.83), and the solid line is a normal 
distribution centered around 7.00 (-+ 1.87). This type of distribution 
suggests that the presence or absence of VaP in any given segment during 
this period of development was a random event. 

segments we examined, while other embryos had VaP in as 
many as 79% of the hemisegments (Fig. 4). 

Fate of VaP 
Each of the 3 primary motoneurons previously described under- 
goes a stereotyped pattern of development during which it elab- 
orates a characteristic arbor in a cell-specific muscle territory. 

Figure 5. Dying VaPs can be seen with 
Nomarski optics. A, Nomarski pho- 
tomicrograph of the right side of seg- 
ment 9 of a 20 h embryo. A dying VaP 
(arrowhead) is adjacent to a healthy- 
looking CaP (arrow). See text for a de- 
scription of dying cells in this system. 
B, Nomarski photomicrograph of the 
right side of segment 7 of a 24 h em- 
bryo. A dying VaP (arrowhead) is bare- 
ly visible next to a healthy-looking CaP 
(arrow). C, After the photomicrograph 
shown in B was taken, the CaP was im- 
paled with a Lucifer yellow-containing 
microelectrode and labeled. The fluo- 
rescence photomicrograph shows that 
the healthy cell was indeed a CaP be- 
cause its growth cone had extended 
ventrally from the horizontal septum 
(arrow). Scale bar, 10 pm. 

Table 2. Asymmetry of VaP distribution 

Segment number Average f 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 SD 

VaP present on both sides 
Number 13 16 10 8 12 13 5 11.0 * 3.7 
Percent 28 34 21 17 26 28 11 23.4 + 7.8 

VaP present on neither side 
Number 8 10 16 13 13 11 18 12.7 5 3.5 
Percent 17 21 34 28 28 23 38 27.0 k 7.4 

VaP present on one side only 
Number 26 21 21 26 22 23 24 23.3 zk 2.1 
Percent 55 45 45 55 41 49 51 49.6 + 4.5 

VaP was present on both sides of about one-quarter of the trunk segments. To 
determine whether the distribution of VaP was bilaterally symmetrical, segments 
5-11 were scored for the presence or absence of VaP in 47 18-23 h embryos. 
For each segment, we determined whether VaP was present or absent on both 
sides (symmetrical) or was present on one side only (asymmetrical). VaP was 
symmetrically distributed in about half of the 329 segments examined. 

Moreover, each of these cells appears to persist throughout the 
life of the animal. In contrast, VaP has several possible fates. 
Most of the VaPs whose development we followed died during 
embryonic development. Those that survived remained mo- 
toneurons and arborized in an exclusive muscle territory. How- 
ever, there were some cells in the VaP position that appeared 
to have other fates. 

Most VaPs die during embryonic development. Several ob- 
servations provide evidence that most VaPs died during em- 
bryonic development. Using Nomarski optics, we watched 3 
unlabeled VaPs die between 20-22 h (Fig. 5A). In each of these 
3 cases, when we initially observed the cell, the soma was quite 
swollen, the nuclear contents appeared granular, and the cyto- 
plasm contained one or more translucent granules of varying 
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Figure 6. Both CaP and VaP show immunoreactivity with the m-1 
monoclonal antibody. This Nomarski photomicrograph shows the right 
side of segments 14 and 15 in a 24 h embryo. In segment 14 a single 
CaP is present and shows zn-1 immunoreactivity, while in segment 15 
both CaP and VaP are present and show zn-1 immunoreactivity. Scale 
bar, 10 pm. 

sizes (approximately 0.5-3.5 pm diameter). Within a few min- 
utes, the nucleus appeared to lose its integrity, followed by a 
loss of integrity of the soma. These observations are reminiscent 
of the descriptions of cell death termed apoptosis (reviewed in 
Wyllie et al., 1980). In 6 other cases we observed a dead cell in 
the position appropriate for VaP, next to a healthy primary 
motoneuron. In one case, we confirmed that the healthy cell 
was CaP by labeling it intracellularly with Lucifer yellow (Fig. 
5, B, C). We did not observe dead, unlabeled Caps, MiPs, or 
RoPs in the more than 300 animals used in these experiments. 

To determine whether VaPs died after 24 h, we compared 
the development of 29 fluorescently labeled VaPs and 28 flu- 
orescently labeled Caps. We used labeled cells for these obser- 
vations because after 24 h it is difficult to recognize the soma 
of an individual primary motoneuron unequivocally unless the 
cell is labeled. However, if a labeled cell dies, we can never be 
sure that it was not damaged by the photoreactivity of the flu- 
orescent dye. Therefore, we labeled CaPs and VaPs by 2 different 
methods with 2 different dyes (Di-I and rhodamine dextran) 
and examined the cells infrequently. To minimize potential pho- 
todamage, each of these cells was first observed at 24 h and was 
not observed again until 36 h. Most of the labeled VaPs died 
between 24 and 36 h, while all of the labeled Caps survived 
through 36 h. After a labeled cell died, it could no longer be 
seen using Nomarski optics. However, flecks of fluorescence 
remained in the region of the soma and along the path of the 
axon. We do not know whether these flecks were due to dye 
internalized by other cells or to adherence of dye to cell surfaces 
or components of the extracellular matrix. Of 12 VaPs labeled 
with Di-I, only 2 (17%) survived through 36 h. In the same 
experiment, all 17 DGI labeled CaPs survived through 36 h. 
Motoneurons labeled with rhodamine dextran by the lineage- 
tracer method behaved similarly: 3 of 17 (18%) labeled VaPs 
survived through 36 h, while in the same experiment all 11 
labeled CaPs survived. Thus, 83% of the labeled VaPs died 

I 

Figure 7. VaP arborizes in a cell-specific muscle territory. A, The VaP 
shown here was labeled with Di-I and its development followed through 
89 h. This VaP arborized in the ventral region of the dorsal muscle of 
its own hemisegment (8) and did not extend ventral of the horizontal 
septum (broken line). As with the other primary motoneurons, branches 
from the axon did not cross segment boundaries. Of the VaPs whose 
development we followed through this stage, one was on the left side 
of segment 7, two were on the right side of segment 8, and one was on 
the right side of segment 6. B, The arborizations of MiP (m) and RoP 
(r) in segment 11 of an 87 h animal complement but do not overlap 
with the arborization of VaP. The horizontal line denotes the ventral 
edge of the spinal cord. These cells were drawn from the face of a video 
monitor. Scale bar, 10 pm. 

between 24-36 h, whereas none of the labeled Caps died by 
36 h. 

Some VaPs remain primary motoneurons. The similarity be- 
tween VaP and CaP at early developmental stages suggests that 
VaP is of the same class of cells as the other primary motoneu- 
rons. Three further observations are consistent with this view. 
First, like the other primary motoneurons, VaP showed im- 
munoreactivity for the zn-1 monoclonal antibody early in de- 
velopment (Fig. 6). Second, intracellular stimulation of 18 h 
VaPs evoked contraction of 2-4 muscle fibers at the horizontal 
septum in the same hemisegment as the stimulated VaP (data 
not shown). The contractions followed the stimulus one-for- 
one. Previous work showed that within minutes after the CaP 
growth cone was first visible in a segment, a distinctive set of 
muscle fibers at the horizontal septum of that hemisegment 
began to contract (Myers et al., 1986). Intracellular stimulation 
of 18 h CaPs also evoked one-for-one contractions of the same 
muscle fibers (data not shown). We interpret these results to 
mean that like CaP, VaP is a motoneuron and releases trans- 
mitter onto muscle fibers in its own hemisegment. Third, in 
cases where VaP survived, it arborized in an exclusive muscle 
territory not innervated by other primary motoneurons (Fig. 7). 
Although the early outgrowth of the VaP growth cone resembled 
that of the CaP growth cone, VaP did not begin to arborize until 
after both CaP and MiP had formed extensive arbors in their 
cell-specific territories. Both the CaP and VaP growth cones 
reached the horizontal septum between 18-l 9 h. The CaP growth 
cone paused for about an hour (Eisen et al., 1986) and then 
extended ventrally along its cell-specific pathway. The VaP 
growth cone paused for much longer, about 6-7 h, and except 
for a few small branches in the region of the horizontal septum, 
the VaP axon did not typically form branches before 25 h (15 
of 15 VaPs labeled intracellularly at 24-28 h with Lucifer yel- 
low). At 25-26 h, some VaPs began branching, and over the 
next 2-3 d formed extensive arbors in the ventral region of the 
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Figure 8. Some cells in the VaP po- 
sition had both peripheral and central 
processes. A. Combination Nomarski 
and fluorescence photomicrograph 
showing a Lucifer yellow-labeled cell in 
the VaP position in segment I I of a 24 
h embryo. This cell had a peripheral 
process that extended almost to the level 
of the horizontal septum (arrow) and a 
central process that extended caudally 
in the spinal cord (arrowhead). B. The 
same cell photographed using only flu- 
orescence optics. Scale bar, IO pm. 

dorsal muscle (Fig. 711). This region complemented the regions 
of arborization of MiP and RoP (Fig. 7B). Of the 29 labeled 
VaPs whose development we followed, 5 survived past 36 h. 
All 5 of these cells arborized in the same region. Four of these 
VaPs remained alive for at least 12 h past the time that embryos 
typically hatch, at about 72 h (3 d). The fifth VaP still appeared 
healthy at 48 h, when we stopped following its development. 

Some neurons in the VaP position may have other fhtes. A 
small number (6%) of cells that we laoeled because we thought 
they were VaPs or CaPs had an unusual morphology (Fig. 8). 
The soma of each of these cells was located in the appropriate 
position to be a VaP or CaP and was adjacent to a second soma 
of similar size and shape. In every case, the labeled cell had a 
peripheral axon that extended ventrally toward the horizontal 
septum but did not extend beyond the horizontal septum. In 

t 

0 

A 

addition to the peripheral axon, each of these cells also had a 
central process that extended caudally within the spinal cord 
for a distance of 15-50 Nrn. We did not follow the development 
of individual cells, because we have not seen cells with this 
morphology among the cells labeled with lineage-tracer or Di- 
I. Therefore, we do not know the fate of these cells after 25 h. 
However. the existence of these cells suggests that the ultimate 
fate of cells in the VaP position may be more complex than 
simply becoming a primary motoneuron or dying during em- 
bryonic development. 

The presence sf VaP does not a~~ct early pathfinding by other 
primary motoneurons 

To determine whether the presence of VaP affected pathfinding 
by the other primary motoneurons, we examined their mor- 

Flgure 9. The presence or absence of VaP does not affect pathfinding by MiP. A. Fluorescence photormcrograph of a Lucifer yellow-labeled MiP 
in segment 6 of a 24 h embryo. Both CaP and VaP were present in this segment. This MiP had a ventral process that extended to the horizontal 
septum (arrow) and a dorsal process (arrowhead) that extended along MiP’s cell-specific pathway into the dorsal muscle. B. Fluorescence photomicro- 
graph of a MiP in segment 8 of a 24 h embryo. The CaP and VaP in this segment were ablated prior to axogenesis at IS h, the embryo allowed 
to grow for 9 hr. and this MiP labeled with Lucifer yellow. The ventral (arrofif) and dorsal (arrowhead) processes of this MiP are very similar to 
those of the MiP shown in the control segment in A and similar to MIPS in segments in which VaP initially was not present (see Eisen et al., 1989). 
Scale bar, 10 pm. 
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phology in hemisegments containing VaP. Six Caps, 6 MiPs, 
and 5 RoPs were labeled with Lucifer yellow or sulforhodamine 
between 22 and 24 h in hemisegments containing VaP. In each 
case, the primary motoneurons in hemisegments containing VaP 
were indistinguishable from primary motoneurons in hemiseg- 
ments in which VaP was not present. 

Neither the presence nor the absence of VaP appeared to affect 
pathfinding by the other primary motoneurons. Previous studies 
showed that, following ablation of CaP, the MiP growth cone 
was able to pioneer the peripheral motor pathway and to es- 
tablish a peripheral arbor that was normal at 24 h (Eisen et al., 
1989). Since the earlier experiments were done in segments in 
which VaP was not present, we repeated these experiments in 
segments containing VaPs. In 8 cases we ablated the rostra1 cell 
of the CaP/VaP pair prior to axogenesis. In 5 cases the remaining 
cell was a VaP, and we examined the pathways selected by its 
growth cone and by the MiP growth cone in the same hemi- 
segment. In every case, the VaP and MiP growth cones left the 
spinal cord at the appropriate position and extended along the 
normal peripheral pathway to the horizontal septum. In the 4 
animals examined at 24 h, MiP and VaP were indistinguishable 
from MiPs and VaPs in hemisegments containing Caps. 

MiP had a normal morphology in hemisegments in which 
both CaP and VaP were absent. In 12 embryos we ablated both 
CaP and VaP prior to axogenesis, and examined the pathway 
selected by the MiP growth cone. In the absence of both CaP 
and VaP, the MiP growth cone left the spinal cord at the ap- 
propriate position, pioneered the peripheral motor pathway, and 
selected its normal cell-specific pathway. Of these 12 embryos, 
10 were examined at 24 h, and the MiPs in segments in which 
CaP and VaP had been ablated were found to be indistinguish- 
able from MiPs in segments containing CaPs or containing CaPs 
and VaPs (Fig. 9). We conclude that the presence or absence of 
VaP did not affect pathfinding by the MiP growth cone because 
it selected the appropriate pathway in the absence of CaP (Eisen 
et al., 1989), in the absence of VaP, and in the absence of both 
CaP and VaP. 

Discussion 
Initial studies of the innervation of adult zebrafish axial mus- 
culture showed that each side of every trunk segment was in- 
nervated by 3 individually identifiable primary motoneurons 
(Westerfield et al., 1986) whose development could be followed 
from axogenesis (Eisen et al., 1986; Myers et al., 1986) through- 
out the larval period (Myers, 1985). Why have we only now 
recognized a fourth primary motoneuron? We offer several pos- 
sible explanations. 

First, in our initial studies (Eisen et al., 1986; Myers et al., 
1986), we used the lineage tracer method to follow the devel- 
opment of primary motoneurons. Typically, we restricted our 
observations to hemisegments in which only a single motoneu- 
ron was labeled. Of the 24 VaPs labeled by the lineage tracer 
method in the present study, 75% were in hemisegments in 
which CaP was also labeled. Thus, labeled VaPs may have been 
present in our earlier studies in hemisegments that also con- 
tained other labeled motoneurons, and therefore were not ana- 
lyzed. 

Second, in previous adult studies (Westerfield et al., 1986), 
only 3 large motor axons, corresponding to the axons of the 
CaP, MiP, and RoP motoneurons, were seen in each of the 8 
ventral roots examined. Our present studies provide evidence 
that initially VaP is only present in about half of the trunk 

hemisegments, and about 83% of VaPs die during embryonic 
development. If no more VaPs died during subsequent devel- 
opmental stages, less than 10% of the adult trunk hemisegments 
would contain a VaP. Therefore, a sample of ventral roots from 
only 8 hemisegments is unlikely to have included any hemiseg- 
ments containing a VaP. 

Similarities and d$erences between VaP and the other 
primary motoneurons 
Previous studies showed that CaP, MiP, and RoP are remark- 
ably stereotyped in their development (Eisen et al., 1986; Myers 
et al., 1986). In hemisegments in which it was present, VaP was 
similar to the other 3 primary motoneurons in a number of 
important features: (1) The VaP soma was so similar in size 
and shape to the CaP soma that these cells were not distinguish- 
able until 2-3 hr after axogenesis, (2) VaP underwent axogenesis 
at about the same time as the CaP in the same hemisegment, 
(3) VaP showed immunoreactivity with the zn-1 monoclonal 
antibody at the same time as the other primary motoneurons, 
(4) stimulation of VaP evoked contraction of muscle fibers in 
the appropriate hemisegment, and (5) in hemisegments in which 
it survived, VaP arborized in an exclusive territory not inner- 
vated by other primary motoneurons. 

As stereotypy seems to be the hallmark of the previously 
described primary motoneurons, variability seems to be the 
hallmark of VaP. The distribution and other features of VaP 
deviated from the stereotyped pattern characteristic of the other 
primary motoneurons in several important ways: (1) VaP was 
not present in every trunk hemisegment, (2) the VaP soma did 
not have a stereotyped spinal cord position relative to the other 
primary motoneurons, (3) VaP could extend its growth cone 
before, after, or simultaneously with CaP, and (4) VaP had 
several different possible fates. Each ofthese features is discussed 
below. 

Variable distribution. Using 3 independent methods-obser- 
vations with Nomarski optics, retrograde labeling with Di-I, 
and immunolabeling with the zn-1 monoclonal antibody-we 
found that from 18-24 h VaP was present in less than half of 
the trunk hemisegments examined. This is in marked contrast 
to CaP, MiP, and RoP, each of which is present in every trunk 
segment. Furthermore, the distribution of VaP suggested that 
its presence or absence in any given hemisegment was indepen- 
dent of its presence or absence in any other hemisegment. We 
do not know what regulates the presence of VaP in a hemiseg- 
ment. One possibility is that initially VaP is present in all trunk 
hemisegments and that individual VaPs die at various times 
during development. Thus, our observation that VaP is present 
in less than half of the trunk hemisegments might result from 
death of about half of the VaPs by the time we can visualize 
the cell with Nomarski optics. Another possibility is that VaP 
is cryptically present in segments in which it is not obvious by 
Nomarski observation. Retrograde labeling with Di-I suggests 
that this is not likely. However, we have not ruled out the 
possibility that the somata of some VaPs may not grow as much 
as the somata of the other primary motoneurons during devel- 
opment (see Westerfield et al., 1986); thus, at later develop- 
mental times some VaPs might become cryptic because they 
would resemble smaller secondary motoneurons. 

Variable soma position and variable time of axonal outgrowth. 
The VaP soma had a variable position in the spinal cord, either 
rostra1 or caudal to the CaP soma, placing it between CaP and 
MiP of its own hemisegment, or between CaP of its own hemi- 
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segment and RoP of the next caudal hemisegment. Of course, 
in hemisegments containing VaP, the CaP soma position was 
also variable. Because of this variability in soma position, and 
the fact that either VaP or CaP could be the first primary mo- 
toneuron to extend a growth cone into the periphery, VaP and 
CaP could not be distinguished from one another prior to the 
time that CaP selected its cell-specific pathway. Despite this 
variability, following ablation of CaP, VaP did not extend its 
growth cone along the vacant CaP pathway by 24 h, although 
we have not ruled out the possibility that it might do so at a 
later time. Thus, our ablation experiments provide evidence 
that CaP and VaP had unique identities by the time of cell- 
specific pathway selection, and they strongly suggest that CaP 
and VaP had unique identities prior to axogenesis. This is rem- 
iniscent of observations from the grasshopper (Raper et al., 
1983), in which the sibling G and C neurons could not be dis- 
tinguished from one another prior to axonal pathway selection 
because of the variability in soma position. We are currently 
exploring the possibility that the position of the VaP soma in- 
fluences the subsequent fate of the cell. 

Variable fate. Unlike the other primary motoneurons, VaP 
appeared to have at least 2 possible fates, life as a primary 
motoneuron or death. In addition, it is possible that VaP might 
have other fates, as neurons in the VaP position occasionally 
had central processes in addition to the peripheral process char- 
acteristic of primary motoneurons. 

In some hemisegments, VaP was a primary motoneuron that 
survived at least through the beginning of the larval period of 
development. We observed 4 VaPs, labeled by 2 different meth- 
ods and located in 3 different hemisegments, through the first 
day of larval development. In each case, VaP arborized in an 
exclusive muscle territory that was not innervated by other pri- 
mary motoneurons. 

In some hemisegments, VaP died during embryonic devel- 
opment. Even though most of the VaPs that we observed to die 
were labeled, we have several reasons for believing that these 
observations accurately reflect the natural occurrence of VaP 
death, and not simply damage, although they may not accurately 
reflect the frequency of VaP death. First, we have observed the 
death of unlabeled VaPs, but not unlabeled Caps, MiPs, or 
RoPs. The specificity of this phenomenon suggests that it was 
not some sort of artifact caused by our observations. Second, 
we observed death of labeled VaPs in experiments in which all 
the labeled CaPs survived, although we cannot rule out the 
possibility that VaP was simply more sensitive to photodamage 
than the other primary motoneurons. VaPs that survived through 
36 h may survive indefinitely. In grasshoppers, identified neu- 
rons may die in some segments and not in others, or they may 
live indefinitely if they survive through a particular period of 
embryonic development (Bate et al., 198 1). Third, in our earlier 
studies there was one case in which there were 4 labeled cells 
that ail looked like primary motoneurons in a single hemiseg- 
ment. One of these cells died sometime between 24-48 h (J. S. 
Eisen and P. Z. Myers, unpublished observations). This finding 
is consistent with the results from our current studies showing 
that labeled VaPs typically died in embryos in which labeled 
CaPs survived. 

In some hemisegments, a neuron with a soma of the appro- 
priate size and shape to be VaP, and located in the position 
appropriate for VaP, extended a central process caudally in the 
spinal cord, in addition to its peripheral process in the muscle. 
We do not yet know the ultimate fate of these cells. The central 

process may simply be a “mistake” made by a small percentage 
of developing VaPs. However, the presence of this cell suggests 
that the fate of VaPs may be more complex than simply the 
choice between being a primary motoneuron and dying. 

Death of an identljied motoneuron 

Cell death is a widespread phenomenon during development 
(Purves and Lichtman, 1985). In other vertebrates, approxi- 
mately half of the lateral motor column motoneurons die during 
development. The major period of motoneuron death occurs 
after motoneurons have extended growth cones to their targets 
(Chu-Wang and Oppenheim, 1978), and probably after the es- 
tablishment of at least some functional connections (Pittman 
and Oppenheim, 1979). In general, innervation specificity is not 
altered by motoneuronal death, suggesting that death is not an 
error-correction mechanism (Lance-Jones and Landmesser, 
1980, 198 1; Betz, 1987). Because some motoneurons can be 
rescued by adding additional target area experimentally (Hol- 
lyday and Hamburger, 1976) and most can be rescued by 
suppression of muscular activity with nicotinic antagonists (Pitt- 
man and Oppenheim, 1979; Ding et al., 1983), it is thought that 
motoneuron survival is mediated by competition for some sort 
of muscle-derived trophic factor whose production is regulated 
by activity (Pittman and Oppenheim, 1979; Betz, 1987). 

How does the death of VaP in some hemisegments fit into 
the prevailing picture of vertebrate motoneuron death? Most of 
the labeled VaPs died sometime between 24-36 h. We also 
observed the death of a few unlabeled VaPs between 20-23 h. 
All VaPs have extended a peripheral process to the level of the 
horizontal septum by 20 h, and most VaPs have not begun to 
elaborate branches in their cell-specific territory until after 25 
h. Thus, like other vertebrate motoneurons, these cells died 
after the initial phase of axonal elongation. However, at least 
some of them died before extending into their ultimate target 
region. This observation, in combination with studies suggesting 
that zebrafish primary motoneurons do not compete for muscle 
territory (Eisen et al., 1989; D. Liu and M. Westerfield, unpub- 
lished observations), suggests that competition for a muscle- 
derived trophic substance is unlikely to be the only factor in 
the demise of VaPs. However, we cannot rule out the possibility 
that interactions between VaP and the other primary motoneu- 
rons may influence the chances of VaP survival. 

The death of VaP resembles the death of individually iden- 
tified invertebrate cells more than it resembles the death of 
populations of vertebrate motoneurons. In some invertebrates, 
individually identified cells are programmed to die at specific 
developmental stages (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977; Horvitz et 
al., 1982; Hedgecock et al., 1983; Ellis and Horvitz, 1986), and 
in other cases they die as a result of specific environmental 
interactions (Sulston et al., 1978; Truman and Schwartz, 1982; 
Martindale and Shankland, 1988). Because some VaPs do sur- 
vive throughout embryonic development, we speculate that some 
environmental signal, rather than a developmental “prepro- 
gram,” may cause VaP to die. Such a signal would have to be 
autonomous for each hemisegment, since VaP survival appears 
to be an autonomous event in each hemisegment. One possi- 
bility is that interactions between VaP and the other primary 
motoneurons might determine whether VaP survives or dies. 
For example, VaP survival might be regulated by a signal that 
depended on the position of the VaP soma relative to the somata 
of the other primary motoneuron. Another possibility is that 
afferent neurons may provide important signals for influencing 
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whether VaP survives, and perhaps its ultimate morphology pathways in the absence of specific cellular interactions. Neuron 2: 
and connectivity. 

VaP does not aflect early path&ding by the other primary 
motoneurons 

We found that the growth cones of the other primary moto- 
neurons selected the appropriate pathways whether VaP was 
present or absent. Our previous studies (Eisen et al., 1989) showed 
that ablation of CaP did not affect the ability of the MiP growth 
cone to select its appropriate cell-specific pathway. Moreover, 
by 24 h MiP had established a normal peripheral arbor in the 
appropriate region of muscle. All of our original results were 
obtained in segments in which VaP was not present. Because 
the presence of VaP is variable, we would not expect that abla- 
tion of VaP would affect pathfinding by MiP in any way. Our 
present results provide evidence that this is the case; MiP selects 
its normal pathway whether VaP is naturally absent in a seg- 
ment, or has been artificially removed by ablation. We have 
also extended these findings to show that the absence of both 
CaP and VaP does not affect pathfinding by the MiP growth 
cone. 
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embryonic development. It is possible that in most hemiseg- 
ments this region of muscle does not receive innervation from 
a primary motoneuron, but this seems unlikely. An alternative 
possibility is that either MiP or RoP or both MiP and RoP 
innervate this territory in hemisegments in which VaP is not 
present. This hypothesis predicts that we should find MiPs and/ 
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pending on whether VaP is present or absent. Furthermore, this 
hypothesis suggests that the primary motoneurons might com- 
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